Pitching Clinic for Coaches
of Beginners

Pitching Clinic for Coaches of Beginners (7-12 year olds)

Agenda
I. General Discussion
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Getting Kids Off to a Good Start
NBRB and NHS
Clinic Purpose and Teaching Goals
Why Start Beginners From the Stretch or Set Position
Force = Mass x Acceleration
Why Kids Don’t Need a Curveball
Pitch Limits and PitchSmart Guidelines
Pre-Season Workout Guidelines (PitchSmart)
Core Warm-up and Stretching for Pitchers
Pre-Game or Pre-Bullpen Routine
Post-Pitching Performance Recovery
Throwing Between Pitching Performances

II. Pitching Mechanics Demonstration
II. Common Mechanical Problems
III. Core Warm-up & Stretch
IV. Drills for Skills
V. Selected Pitching Examples

http://m.mlb.com/pitchsmart/
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Clinic Purpose:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

To Provide Dad-Coaches with . . .

A fundamental understanding of pitching mechanics
The basic steps to getting beginners started correctly
A set of drills for developing a sound pitching motion
The latest information on pitch counts and rest
An example of pre-season and pre/post-pitching routines

Teaching Goals
1. To teach a pitching motion that allows the beginner to throw straight. The straighter the
pitcher throws, the more success they will have. As confidence grows the more likely they
will be to try to throw a bit harder.
2. To teach a pitching motion that protects the elbow and shoulder. Special attention is paid
to keeping the front shoulder closed and keeping the glove stabilized in front of the body
which if not done correctly can result in early release of the baseball causing stress.
3. To introduce pitching in a way that eliminates excess motion. The less motion introduced
into the process, the more likely the pitcher is to maintain proper balance and mechanics.

4. To simplify the delivery mechanics into a sequence that kids and their parents can
quickly understand and repeat on their own.
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Why Start Beginners From the Stretch or Set Position
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Reduces excess movement (less movement, less problems)
Promotes a closed shoulder
Windup motions add complexity for the beginner
It is easier for a young pitcher to build confidence
Once there is stealing 73% of pitches will be from the stretch

Force = Mass x Acceleration (Ground Force Production)
1.
2.
3.
4.

Young guys don’t have mass, so they need to accelerate
Going fast also compensates for lack of strength
From first forward movement to foot strike should be 1 second or less
Speed is nice, but kids who throw strikes will be successful no matter the
speed. Emphasize throwing straight and mechanics over throwing hard

Perceived Velocity
of 86 mph fastball

92

Why Kids Don’t Need a Curveball
1. Kids need to get command and control of the fastball first
2. Improperly thrown curve ball can hurt the arm; 80% more likely under
14 years old; 350% more likely if throwing a slider (PitchSmart)
3. Kids might begin to rely on the pitch and throw it too much
4. They don’t need it to be successful
5. A changeup can be just as effective as an off-speed pitch
6. Moving the ball around the zone can provide perceived change of speed

86

80
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What is PitchSmart ?
PitchSmart is a joint arm care initiative between Major
League Baseball and USA Baseball that has led to a
series of practical, age-appropriate guidelines to help
parents, players and coaches avoid overuse injuries
and foster long, healthy careers for youth pitchers.
Guidelines can be found at:

http://m.mlb.com/pitchsmart/

PitchSmart Risk Factors for Injury
Pitching While Fatigued
Throwing Too Many Innings over the Course of the Year
Not Taking Enough Time off from Baseball Every Year
Throwing Too Many Pitches and Not Getting Enough Rest
Pitching on Consecutive Days
Excessive Throwing When Not Pitching
Playing for Multiple Teams at the Same Time
Pitching With Injuries to Other Body Regions
Not Following Proper Strength and Conditioning Routines
Not Following Safe Practices While at Showcases
Throwing Curveballs and Sliders at a Young Age
Radar Gun Use

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Game-time Signs of Fatigue
A Free Introductory Course Can Be Found At:

www.NFHSLearn.com

•
•
•
•
•
•

Throwing Elbow Drops below 90 Degrees
Missing the Target
Change in Pitching Motion
Change in Release Point
Aiming or Pushing the Ball
Premature Arm Deceleration

Search for “Introduction to Pitch Smart”
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Pitch Count and Rest Recommendations
http://m.mlb.com/pitchsmart/
It is important for each league to set workload limits for their pitchers to limit the likelihood of
pitching with fatigue. Research has shown that pitch counts are the most accurate and
effective means of doing so.

Age

Daily Max
(Pitches in
Game)

Required Rest (Pitches)
0 Days

1 Days

2 Days

3 Days

4 Days

7-8

50

1-20

21-35

36-50

N/A

N/A

9-10

75

1-20

21-35

36-50

51-65

66+

11-12

85

1-20

21-35

36-50

51-65

66+

13-14

95

1-20

21-35

36-50

51-65

66+

15-16

95

1-30

31-45

46-60

61-75

76+

17-18

105

1-30

31-45

46-60

61-75

76+

19-22

120

1-30

31-45

46-60

61-75

76+
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Ages 8 & Under
(Typically 46' Pitching Distance)
•Focus on athleticism, physical fitness, and fun
•Focus on learning baseball rules, general techniques, and teamwork
•Do not exceed 60 combined innings pitched in any 12 month period
•Take at least 4 months off from throwing every year, with at least 2-3 of those months being continuous
•Make sure to properly warm up before pitching
•Set and follow pitch-count limits and required rest periods
•Avoid throwing pitches other than fastballs and change-ups
•Avoid playing for multiple teams at the same time
•Avoid playing catcher while not pitching
•Avoid pitching in multiple games on the same day
•Play other sports during the course of the year
•Monitor for other signs of fatigue
•Pitchers once removed from the mound may not return as pitchers

Age

7-8

Daily Max
(Pitches in
Game)
50

Required Rest (Pitches)
0 Days

1 Days

2 Days

3 Days

4 Days

1-20

21-35

36-50

N/A

N/A
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Ages 9 to 12
(Typically 46-50' Pitching Distance)

•Focus on athleticism, physical fitness, and fun
•Focus on learning baseball rules, general techniques, and teamwork
•Do not exceed 80 combined innings pitched in any 12 month period
•Take at least 4 months off from throwing every year, with at least 2-3 of those months being continuous
•Make sure to properly warm up before pitching
•Set and follow pitch-count limits and required rest periods
•Avoid throwing pitches other than fastballs and change-ups
•Avoid playing for multiple teams at the same time
•Avoid playing catcher while not pitching
•Avoid pitching in multiple games on the same day
•Play other sports during the course of the year
•Monitor for other signs of fatigue
•Pitchers once removed from the mound may not return as pitchers

Age

Daily Max
(Pitches in
Game)

Required Rest (Pitches)
0 Days

1 Days

2 Days

3 Days

4 Days

9-10

75

1-20

21-35

36-50

51-65

66+

11-12

85

1-20

21-35

36-50

51-65

66+
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Core Warm-up and Stretching for Pitchers
1. Core Warm-up (15 to 20 yards, one or 2 reps)








Warm-up lap (1 or 2 trips around the field)
Jog out try to keep head stable. Bend knees more if head is bouncing.
Jog backwards– again try to keep head stable
Skip out keeping head stable
Side shuffle
Karaoke with ball and glove. Elbows 90 degrees. Keep arms up. Head stable.
Lunges with arms up (elbows 90 degrees with ball and glove) Rotate trunk at bottom of lunge.

2. Stretch (10 seconds each, 2 reps)













Toe – Ankle Stretch (up on toes and side to side)
Calf Stretch (right and left)
Quad Pull (standing pull foot behind to glut, both sides)
Hamstring / Back Stretch (each side)
Groin Stretch (each side)
Truck Rotation (both directions)
Arm circles (hands flat pointed down, large, medium, small forward and back)
Shoulder Stretch (each side)
Triceps Stretch (each side)
Rotator Cuff Stretch (fists together, thumbs and elbows up, rotate thumbs down, arms outward, 5 reps.)
Internal and External Stretch – forward and backward (Resistance Tubing or Bands if available)
Wrist / Forearm Stretch (right and left)

3. Strength and Quickness






Push up position. Lean on forearms, hands flat, hold for 10 seconds
Squat position groin isometric (with elbows inside groin, then arms outside to push both ways)
Lock hands pull/push, lock fingers, hold for 10 seconds
Quick Hands drill (10 seconds, 2 reps)
Fogels (30 seconds and 60 seconds). Do as many as you can.
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Pre-Game or Pre-Bullpen Routine

Pre-Game or Pre-Bullpen Routine
The warm-up prior to pitching can be a difficult thing to monitor while the game is in progress. There is usually limited time (one-half
inning) or virtually no time if you only have 9 players or the next pitcher is batting in the inning. Assuming there is time it is important to
establish a warm-up sequence as follows:
1. Core warm-up (see Core Warm-up and Stretching page)
2. Stretch (see Core Warm-up and Stretching page)
3. Warm the arm (Pre-Game or Bullpen)
a) 10 throws less than pitching distance, slow speed
b) Back up 5 paces, make 5 throws (medium speed)
c) Back up 5 more paces, make 5 throws (medium speed)
d) 5 throws at pitching distance, utilizing Step Behind Drill technique (medium speed)
e) 5 throws beyond pitching distance, utilizing Step Behind Drill technique. (medium speed; non-game day)
4. Move to the mound (Pre-Game) Utilize mock batter if available. 10 to 14 pitches
a) First 3-4 pitches should be fastballs at 75% effort. Try to hit the glove (middle, inside, outside).
b) Throw 2-3 fastballs at game speed. Focus on hitting the target.
c) Throw 2-3 change-ups if pitcher has one
d) Finish with 3-4 pitch sequence to finish (fastball- middle, fastball-inside, change-up low and away)

This is an example. Each pitcher must find a warm-up program that fits the individual.
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Post-Pitching Performance Recovery

Post-Pitching Performance Routines
Post pitching routines and advice varies widely. Since most pitchers continue to play another position in the field after pitching. These
suggestions are intended for when the player is done for the day. It is very important that a pitcher warm up properly prior to pitching in
order to minimize post pitching issues.
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.
7.

Light Cardio: Jog or Bicycle for 4-6 minutes until breaking a light sweat
Stretch for flexibility: (see warm-up stretching routines) Focus on areas that get tight, not areas that remain loose
Quick discussion Reinforcing Positive performance attributes
To Ice or Not to Ice?
a) Ice the elbow and/or shoulder 15 to 20 min on, 15-20 off, 2 or 3 sessions
i.
Arm is throbbing
ii.
Arm hurts to move in a throwing motion
iii. Shoulder or elbow pain
b) May not need to ice if:
i.
Muscles are tight but no pain while resting
ii.
Soreness without specific pain
Nutrition
a) Get a serving of carbohydrates and protein, amino acids within 30-40 minutes after activity
b) Eating healthy always helps the body recover faster
Drink Water to rehydrate the joints and muscles
Get regular Sleep
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Throwing Between Pitching Performances

Throwing Between Pitching Appearances (8-9 year olds)
This topic is full of controversy. Days of rest do not necessarily mean no throwing. It does suggest no game speed throwing from the
mound. If an arm has sore muscles, playing soft toss is one way to speed the recovery. Leo Mazzone, former Atlanta Braves Pitching
Coach’s theory is more throws, more often with less exertion. Don’t let your kids take off for several days without throwing and have
them throw full speed in a game. Assuming there are 5 or more days between pitching appearances a possible throwing regimen is:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Day
Day
Day
Day
Day

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Day off or soft toss if pitcher threw 30 pitches or less and depending on soreness.
Pre-Bullpen. Flat ground throwing limited to 75% speed. 10-15 minutes. Focus on mechanics, hitting the glove
Pre-Bullpen. Limit game speed pitches to 30 (note PitchSmart chart limits). Focus on hitting the glove, use all pitches.
Pre-Bullpen. Flat ground throwing limited to 75% speed. Around 10-15 minutes. Focus on mechanics, hitting the glove
Day before game. Pre-Bullpen or soft toss or day off

As kids get older, improve pitching stamina by increasing the number of game speed pitches while hitting the glove (at midcycle). When
throwing at game speed, take breaks every 15 pitches to simulate rest between innings.
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Pitching Mechanical Sequence
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

grip, set-up, balance and posture
lift leg to 90 degrees or above and thrust rear pocket
separate hands, execute arm circle and stride to Power T
start hip and delay shoulder rotation
square shoulders and bring glove to front (stabilize)
release ball beyond the front foot (8 to 12 inches)
follow through

Mechanical Sequence Notes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

head over belly button until foot strike
leg lift equals momentum, foot over foot
don’t start throwing until the front foot is down
hip opens just before shoulder creating torque/velocity
throwing arm passes body at 90 degrees or above
eyes stay level throughout the pitching sequence
finish the pitch without abrupt stop, ready to field ball
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Common Mechanical Issues

“fix the issue earliest in the mechanical sequence”
1. Poor Balance or off balance start





Utilize Stretch position to eliminate excess movement, step-back balance
Start with feet shoulder width or less
Align head, glove and belly button as the center of gravity

2. Knee lift is below 90 degrees; looking away from target





Stress leg to 90 degrees to build kinetic energy
Lead with back pocket
Eyes on target throughout delivery to eliminate balance problems





Make sure shoulder is closed; elbow leads the hand around circle
Show the ball to the second baseman, fingers pointing away
Back of hand can be seen throughout the circle

4. Shoulder and hips come through together





Emphasize staying closed; hip shoulder separation concept
Cue “Don’t start throwing until stride foot is down(foot strike)”
Look for drag foot leaving the ground long before release point

5. Elbow below 90 degrees during delivery



Stress “Power T” position; throw a football




Arm slot may be too vertical; correct head, let arm slot be natural
Utilize towel drill work out mechanics






Check the dragline for center of gravity; adjust starting position
Look for foot to be under the front knee during forward motion
Correct balance; Utilize Toe Tap Drill; draw line to target in the dirt
Check to see if shoe in contact with and parallel to the rubber






Make correction during soft toss or warm-ups
Put second ball in the glove to add weight during drills
Could be a strength issue with bigger kids
Be careful that pitcher can defend himself in games

3. Lack of Solid Arm Circle After Ball and Glove Separation

6. Eyes not level through delivery; head/body lean
(causes in-out miss of target)
7. Stepping away from target, throwing across the body

8. Glove falls away from body, does not stabilize in front
(causes high-low miss of target)
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Common Mechanical Issues

“fix the issue earliest in the mechanical sequence”

Most Common Problems
Not Stepping to Target
Throwing Across the Body
Bringing Throwing Arm to Top
Forcing Body Lean to the Side
Eyes are Not Level to the Target
(in-out miss)
Glove is Not Stabilized in Front of Body
(high-low miss)

View from behind RH pitcher
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Drills for Skills

Drills

Emphasis on Mechanical Variables

Grip, Set-up, Posture and Balance

Set / stretch position; balance posture and grip; leg lift

Hershiser Drill

Lead with back pocket, thrust angle

One-Knee Throwing Drill

Arm circle; hip/shoulder separation; release out front

“Power T” Throwing Drill

Hip – shoulder rotation; eyes level, glove in front

Rocker Drill

Forward momentum; Release out front; drag foot down

Cross-over Drill

Closed shoulder; Hip rotation; starting with rear pocket

Step Behinds

Keeping shoulder closed; rhythm

Toe Tap Drill

Balance, straight stride

Towel Drill

Throwing mechanics, stride; release point; acceleration
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The Grip
Thumb and middle finger cut the ball in half. Beginners should
use a basic 4 seam fastball grip. Use 3 or 4 fingers on the ball if
necessary. Righty = backwards C; Lefty = forward C
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Set-up, Posture and Balance
Taught from the set position. The goal is to eliminate dramatic or excess movement of
the head, torso and legs and to achieve overall balance. The set position is the least
likely to introduce excess movement that throws a pitcher off balance.
Balance ultimately determines accuracy.
While there should be some leeway for style, the perfect setup would be (1) Feet shoulder
width apart or less, slightly staggered with the front foot forward of the foot on the
rubber; (2) Knees in a flex position(a bit exaggerated below) and; (3) spine and torso at
a slight angle as if they are in a hitting stance at the plate.
Have the pitcher lift the stride leg to a minimum of 90 degrees, knee slightly back of
center and back pocket toward home plate. Hold the position for a count of three. Drill
can be finished off with a throw. The goal is to eliminate head and spine movement
forward, backward, up, down and sideways, which helps maintain balance through the
pitching motion.
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Hershiser Drill (need wall surface)
The purpose of this drill is to get the feel for leading the movement to home plate
with the front hip and getting the lift leg to an optimal height. Start in the set
position or cross-over position with lift leg foot about 6 inches from the wall. Lift the
front knee to 90 degrees and slightly toward second base. Lead with the front hip.
Plant the hip into the wall and hold for a four count (5-15 reps). Look for vertical
head, glove and belly button alignment behind the leading hip.
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One-Knee Throwing Drill
Drill is designed to focus on good arm action by
isolating lower body movement. The drill also
reinforces the feeling of hip and shoulder separation
which research has shown generates 80% of velocity.
Players start on one knee (throwing arm side knee
down and up knee foot pointed at the target) with
shoulders facing the plate or partner. Start with ball
in glove. Players separate hands in a downward and
circular movement as the torso rotates at the waist to
90 degrees from the plate. Players keep the hand
above the ball. As the rearward circle with the
pitching arm is completed, the elbow leads the hand.
Players should flow through to a power T position,
hand is still above the ball which is now facing second
base.

Drill can be done with a break, freeze and throw
command. Throwing elbow should be above the
shoulder as the arm comes forward. As players follow
through they should be reminded to keep the glove in
front and their head and eyes moving toward the
target. Prevent over-rotation and momentum falling
away from the target. 10 to 15 reps.

Look for:
Head / Eyes level
Good arm circle
Elbow at 90 degrees as it passes the body
Glove stabilization
Release in front
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“Power T” Throwing Drill
Drill is designed to emphasize a balanced power pitching position, proper hip and shoulder
rotation and ball release point 8” to 12” beyond the front foot.
The pitcher starts from the Power T position. Weight on the back foot, a short stride landed on
the stride foot toe (heel up). Front elbow is up and slightly above the front shoulder. Hand is
over the ball (4-seamed fastball grip) and ball is facing second base. The hip is set at about
45 degrees as if rear foot and hip rotation had begun. The players then play catch completing
hip rotation releasing the ball out front.
Players should be reminded to keep the glove in front and their head and eyes moving toward
the target. Prevent over-rotation and momentum falling away from the target. 10-15 reps.
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Rocker Drill

You can flow from the “Power T” Drill directly into the Rocker Drill. Start from a strong “Power T” or
“Elbow-Shoulder-Shoulder-Elbow” position simulating foot strike and rear foot against the rubber.
With knees bent begin to rock back and forth. Keep knees bent, rock back and forth a couple of
times keeping head and eyes on the target, then throw.
Work on keeping the back foot on the ground without foot drag in this drill to promote the effort of
getting the release point out in front of the front foot. The longer the back foot stays on the ground
the further out front the release point will be. 10- 15 reps.
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Cross-over Drill

Front foot starts behind foot attached to the rubber,
then just lift and throw. Stress getting to full leg lift
height. Emphasizes leading with the back pocket.
If they feel they must take a short quick step
forward then we need to work on their balance.
5-15 reps.

Step Behinds
Front leg short step forward, back leg step behind front foot
like karaoke step, then throw.
Drill emphasizes keeping the shoulder closed, rotating the
stride knee and hip toward second base and leading with the
back pocket. Helps with rhythm and the feeling of hip and
shoulder separation. 5-15 reps. Many major leaguers use
this technique while warming up.
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Toe Tap Drill (w/ ball and glove)
Obtain balance position. Lift knee to 90 degrees. While holding balance, bring toes
down tap the ground. Lift leg and repeat the process 2 times, then throw the ball to a
partner.
Drill helps teach proper way to get the lower half engaged and how to keep the weight
back and balanced. Key teaching point for some is to keep the stride foot below the
stride knee. Drill can help pitcher learn to maintain balance and not swing the stride leg
out away from the body.
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Towel Drill (“stride plus 5”)
The purpose of this drill is to get the feel for the
complete pitching mechanical sequence. Wrap
towel through the middle finger on the throwing
hand. Make several pitches with the towel (old
dish towel will do). From the end of the stride
step off 5 of the pitcher’s shoe lengths (flat
ground). Have a partner hold a glove below
height of pitcher’s release point. Complete the
pitching motion and slap the partner’s glove with
the towel.
Try to extend actual stride 5 to 7 shoe lengths
from the rubber. Looking for 80% plus of pitcher’s
height in stride distance.
Focus on mechanics, keeping the head up, eyes
level. The glove should be stabilized and out in
front. Add a ball to the glove if pitcher has trouble
keeping glove up.
Advantage of this drill include:
Takes away the pressure of throwing a strike
Removes the weight of the ball
Can be done alone and without a lot of space
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Selected Pitching Examples
Utilize Step-Behinds to warm-up.
Coaches participate in observation of pitching mechanics.
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